WADI FINAN ART GALLERY
PAINTINGS AT
ALQASR METROPOLE HOTEL

AlQasr Metropole Hotel is always keen to promote and encourage local and regional art. That’s why you’ll always notice an array of paintings; brightening the lobby show casing the various talents.

We’d like to announce that Wadi Finan Art Gallery, which was established in 2008 and sits as a major cultural vehicle locally and abroad, currently presents and exhibits new paintings from its rich collection up for sale.

For more information call: 065666140
RAMADAN MUBARAK FROM ALL OF US!

We wish you all the warmth and blessings this season brings. A great opportunity to take the time to purify our mind, body, heart, and soul so let's make this Ramadan full of giving, love, health and peace.

Ramadan Mubarak to everyone!

For more information: 0797000218
NEW BENTO BOXES FROM REN CHAI & VINAIGRETTE ARE HERE!

A Japanese tradition we've taken on for our Bento Boxes from Ren Chai and Vinaigrette with fantastic NEW prices! Pick your favorite single-portioned combination for a quick, tasty and fulfilling meal. Try one of the four variations from either restaurant and have it delivered to you wherever you are, or if you're in the area, just drop by and pick it up!

For more information call: 0797711177

CELEBRATING INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY

International Women's Day is driven by group efforts to take action for abolishing gender parity. "The story of women's struggle for equality belongs to no single feminist nor to any one organization but to the collective efforts of all who care about human rights." Gloria Steinem, world-renowned feminist, journalist and activist.

So, we stand together to make International Women's Day a day to make a positive difference for women. Our team share their views too!

WELCOME TO FARAH SHANNAK!

We'd like to welcome Ms. Shannak, our new Creative Manager, to our team. Ms. Shannak is very qualified with 10 years of experience in the field of graphic design, advertising, branding, social media and creating visual concepts. We look forward to having her on board with many new ideas and concepts in the making!

We receive her with open arms!

WELL DONE REN CHAI & YOSHI

Our Human Resource Department headed by Mr. Saleh Omar, Personnel Manager, celebrated an end of year special occasion with the teams at Ren Chai (Chinese Cantonese and Szechwan cuisine) and Yoshi (Asian contemporary cuisine), as they achieved their targets for the holiday season and were recognized for their achievement. We'd like to take this opportunity to extend our special thanks and congratulate them on a job so very well done! We'd also like to thank everyone else, at other outlets, who worked amazingly well; however, weren't as fortunate. We wish them all the success in other incentives and encouragement strategies. Good luck to all!!

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR REMARKABLE TEAM!

We'd like to congratulate each and every one and wish them all the best in keeping up the amazingly fantastic achievements with such great spirits! Thank you all!!!

Captain Rashed Al Kayale and Assistant Captain Christine Jane Calica were both quick to shine and prove themselves at Vinaigrette. They've received a lot of praise about their humor, warmth, and friendliness with professional and helpful services. Captain Weam Dawara at Yoshi has performed remarkably well and demonstrated great abilities to work under pressure with exceptional service. His much-admired attitude and achievements have gained distinction. Assistant Outlet Manager Khaled Mahmoud at Amigo has been a valuable part of the team for many years and he's worked ever so well and has shown great warmth, friendliness and hospitality to all the guests over the years. His much-admired attitude and achievements have gained distinction. Assistant Outlet Manager Khaled Mahmoud at Amigo has been a valuable part of the team for many years and he's worked ever so well and has shown great warmth, friendliness and hospitality to all the guests over the years. He shows high levels of dedication, humor, enthusiasm and commitment while providing the finest of services. Captain Qustandi Abu Dyyeh and Assistant Captain Sultan Daw joined The Nub recently and in their short employment they've gained a lot of confidence in their work and have provided splendid services to guests. They have been applauded for their determination and hard work. Captain Mohammad Mahfouz at Ren Chai has developed and gained expertise that he's been quick to implement. He's been recurrently commended about his great performance and taking good care of guests. Mohammad Jabari, Driver Senior Supervisor has been part of ATICO Fakhreldin Group for many years. He has grown over the years and has demonstrated profound dedication with excellent commitment. He has worked with high levels of performance. Great work!